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When making an appointment, check they stock gowns
that will fit you. We have ‘The Curvy collection’ at our
Crouch End boutique after many brides told us they could
not find stylish wedding gowns in sizes 16-26. Once you
start trying on the gowns, you will get an immediate feel for
what you like and dislike. Follow your instincts.
Don’t take more than one or two friends or family with
you, as too many opinions will confuse you. We would
recommend you go on your own, make a short list of your
favourites’ then go back with a trusted friend before making
your final choice.
On your first visit, go with an open mind. Try on gowns
in many different shapes and neckline styles. This will help
you narrow down the search, without missing something
deliciously obscure!
At this point, take time to really think about how you
perceive yourself as a bride.

Finding the

The style you choose should enhance your best features –
if you would love to wear a ‘fishtail’ and have a fuller bottom,
you should try on some softer ‘fit and flare’ shapes that will
be more flattering.

fit for you

If you have a theme for the wedding, look for styles that will
complement the overall ‘feel’ of the wedding. Never choose
a style you think looks great in a picture, over a gown that
looks fabulous on you!

Wedding dress
You have set the date, and now the search for the perfect
wedding dress begins.
With so many different designers, styles and fabrics to
consider, searching for the right wedding dress can be a
mine field.
Tigerlily Weddings offers a Bespoke Wedding Dress Search
Service to our clients. We have extensive experience and
knowledge in wedding styling and with our personally
selected bridal boutiques our clients are guaranteed to
find their perfect dress.
We caught up with the respected and celebrated bridal
boutique; Mirror Mirror and spoke to co-founder Maria
Yiannikaris to discuss her thoughts on how brides should
approach choosing their dream wedding dress.

J

ane Freshwater and Maria Yiannikaris founded Mirror
Mirror Couture almost 20 years ago by opening
their pretty boutique in Crouch End, North London.

Both trained at the London College of Fashion. Their
passion for design brought them together to form
Mirror Mirror!
www.tigerlilyweddings.co.uk

Over the years they have designed for and dressed many
discerning brides and celebrities, including Zoe Ball,Amanda
Holden, Caroline Quentin, Tamsin Outhwaithe, Denise
Lewis, Mrs. Simon Pegg, and Mrs James McEvoy to name
but a few!
For the first ten years, all the gowns were individually
designed, cut and made in the Crouch End work rooms
to couture standards. As their name and reputation grew,
Maria and Jane decided it was time to source other
international designers, to offer greater choice in design and
price point to their brides.
In October 2005, they opened their second boutique in
Angel, Islington, London and have been pleased to expand
the choice of designers even further.
What should brides think about when choosing a
Wedding Dress?
We would recommend booking into about three good
reputable boutiques.We encourage our brides to visit both
our boutiques as the collections are entirely different. Ask
friends or colleagues who have recently got married, or
look online for recommendations on the best boutiques.

What type of styles and colours complement shape
and skin tone?
We don’t like to give hard and fast rules on what should
suit different figures.We have seen tiny girls in full ball gowns
and gorgeous curvy, buxom girls in slinky siren gowns!
As long as the dress is cut to the right proportions and
fitted correctly with the right underwear, many things are
possible. Some styles work best with some figures – ‘V’
necklines with fuller busts are always good, as are ‘A’ shape
skirts with fuller hips. Petite girls often look good in empire
lines (think Audrey Hepburn in My Fair Lady).The acid test
is to try on, as you cannot judge a wedding dress by how
it looks on the hanger or a picture, and we wouldn’t want
to give you too many preconceived ideas. You may miss
something fabulous!
As far as bridal shades are concerned, put the fabric
swatches up to your face in daylight and synthetic light.You
will instantly see which colours enhances your complexion.
The right shade will make you positively glow! The general
rule is the darker ones complexion, the lighter you can go.

And for lighter skins ivory into creams. Red heads looks
stunning in creams into soft golds, and pale pinks.
Fashion trends in 2009
Over the last couples of years the trend continues to be for
softer and slinkier gowns.To create these shapes the fabrics
need to be fluid and drape easily. Diaphanous chiffon’s,
organza’s, crepe satins, soft laces, both beaded and plain, all
work well with these styles.
‘Vintage’ continues to be a strong look for 2009. Often
adorned with Swarovski crystal beading which look
beautiful in both day light or candlelight!
Whether you are looking for the ‘Red carpet glamour’ of
a Hollywood star, or the softer feel of the 1930’s (think
Atonement) there will be styles to suit all figures within ‘the
vintage look’.
We are also including many 1950’s inspired gowns for
2009 with corseted bodices and fuller ‘A’ shape skirts.
These gowns suit fabrics with more ‘body’ such as; Duchess
satins, Zibeline and are often embellished with corded laces,
embroidery and beadwork.
Strapless gowns will continue to be a classic choice, but
shoulder and neckline details are becoming stronger for
2009, including halters, ruffled necklines, and fine straps.
Draped gowns also feature strongly for 2009. Whether
soft, chiffon, Grecian folds or asymmetric draped ‘A’ shaped
gowns. Brides will truly be spoilt for choice!
Veils and Accessories
We love veils! And you don’t have get married in a church
to wear one!
The veil somehow symbolizes the bride and there is nothing
like seeing the bride glide down the aisle looking romantic
and ethereal to create a little piece of ‘magic’. Certainly try
some different styles and lengths on with your gown at the
fitting to see how you feel about it before deciding. Lace
edge, long veils and fine long single tiers scattered with
crystal look beautiful with most gowns.
To adorn your gowns and ‘finish the look’ chose the most
stunning accessories.
From crystal pins, diamante combs and flower corsages in
all sizes. Tulle fascinators’, delicate asymmetric tiaras or the
latest look, ‘hair vines’, either in pearl, crystal or a mixture of
both, to entwine into your hair for a less formal look.
Call in and see us for something different!
www.mirrormirror.uk.com

